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So much speculation surrounds the mystery of Inca stone construction. How did a pre-mechanized civilization produce these massive, voluptuous, complex, and precise assemblies of stone? The answer lies in a ‘primitive’ tool—the hammerstone. Archaeologists Jean-Pierre Protzen (Protzen 1985, 1993, 1997), Graziano Gasparini and Luise Margolies (Gasparini and Margolies 1980), best explain the process and use of hammerstones. Though commonly assumed to be mortar-less assemblies, the vast majority of Inca stones are only aligned on the front edge. The back face opens, producing a wedged gap between the stones, which is packed in with rubble fill. This wedge method allows the use of hammerstones to nibble and peck the ‘dressed’ precise front face and edge, and then rapidly remove large chunks of material on the backside with a drafting stroke. This wedge method can also be seen in other cultures that employed hammerstones, from primitive Egypt to Rapa Nui (Easter Island). This similarity in stone construction gave rise to the baseless claims of Thor Heyerdahl that the Inca settled Rapa Nui (Heyerdahl 1958). Further evidence that advances in technology has blinded a rational method of assembly.

Round Room

The Round Room project is an experiment in translating this ancient knowledge into a contemporary practice of robotically carving unique units of assembly, which can, without the aid of falsework, formwork, or templating, auto-inform the masonry assembly of complex shell-structure geometries. It is composed of Autoclave Aerated Concrete (AAC) units uniquely carved with a water-fed robotic
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arm. Each unit is slightly pillowed to ease the brittle nature of the material from breaking—this method, though visually similar to Inca stonework, resulted as a realization throughout the prototyping stage. The sides of the units are carved with a swarf machining process in a similar manner to this paper (Clifford 2014), which rapidly reduces the carving time. A slight nub is produced on the side of the stone, allowing the unit to index a rotation angle relative to the stone’s neighbor. These units are held in place by one installer with the edges aligning each stone in space, while another installer pipes in plaster from behind, filling in the wedge. In a manner similar to the Catalan and Guastavino approach (Ochsentorf 2010), the plaster holds the units rapidly in place. For more on the Round Room process, see this paper (Clifford 2015).

In contrast to typical masonry construction of in-situ adjustment that employs mortar for tolerance, this method of neighboring alignment relies on precision carving to inform the assembly. In this case, the mortar is fill. Inherent to this process is a direction to the assembly—an interior and an exterior condition—thus re-engaging a ubiquitous type in the history of volumetric architecture—the rubble-fill wall—whereby precision is visible, and fill is utilitarian.

The Round Room is installed in a tiny pocket gallery. A large blue box occupies a majority of the space. When the visitor wraps around the corner, they are greeted with a custom creeper, inviting them to lie down on their backs and roll into a small entrance below. As they roll backwards, looking upward into the space, music amplifies, filling the room. This experience is a serene, tranquil, and solitary one. Though it appears as if the music is amplified for each visitor, it is the geometry and material of the room that entraps the acoustics.

While this project samples knowledge from the Incas, it advances this ancient knowledge by rolling their method into three-dimensional space. The complex figure of Round Room is assembled without the requirement of alignment jigs or
View from the entrance into the Round Room (Clifford, 2015, © Matter Design).
formwork. This research goes beyond the direct reproduction of Inca stone construction by conflating it with performative criteria of structure, acoustics, and assemblies of complex geometries. It contributes to ongoing research into shell structures (Andriaenssens 2014) and the use of AAC (Ramage 2006) as a volumetric material.
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